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Fuel Retrieval System Design Authority(s).
Procurement
D c v d o p~t a l materials will be procured using credit cards from Numatec, Cogema, or Pacific Northwest Laboratories. Final parts will be ordered using appropriate Quality levels as directed by the Design Authority(s).
Initial Project Fabrication and Construction
Fluor Federal Services will be responsible for maaging final fabrication and DynCorp or HAMTC personnel will be responsible for final construction. The FRS Project Manager will determine use of another contractor for managing the fabrication as required.
Prototype
Pmtotypea will be assembled using Fluor Federal Services, Cogema, and Pacific Northwest Laboratories. The Engineer in charge will maintain redline control of prototype fabrication drawingdsketches. Prototype testing and test results will be documented by the FRS test engineer. The value analysis showed the design most able to meet the requirements was the reverse acting design that has the collet normally expanded. The actuation mechanism is used to relieve the expansion when the jaws are opened. The second ranked design uses self-contained hydraulics as a means for actuation the collet. This design uses water as its hydraulic fluid. The third ranked design is a modification of the existing style with a cable inside a sheath for its actuation. Verification of Product Design
Verification of the stinger modifications were done through prototype testing. The testing verified featuredrequirements listed in section 4 of this document. Upon satisfaction of a prototype, the design(s) will be documented using an H-1-series drawing and a final tool will be fabricated from a released drawing. Final design verification tests will be performed per the attached verification test specification and attached in Appendiv D. Acceptance testing of fabricated stingers to be used in the basin will be done to confarm that the tool was fabricated correctly and that it still operates like the prototype stinger. This testing will be done before being used in the field. Final fabrication of the stinger will be subjected to an Acceptance test. The test is attached in Appendix D. This test will v e d j that the tools were a fabricated C O K~C~~Y and will ensure any minor adjustments are made before releasing them into service.
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Find Design Description
The final design@) were documented on separate drawings. See discussion for a list of the drawing numbers.
